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 Walter Benjamin's Theory of Allegory

 by Bainard Cowan

 As early as 1923 Walter Benjamin announced his intention of working
 out a "theory of allegory."' The first stage of this intention was realized as
 his most complete single study, the book on Baroque Trauerspiel (now
 translated in English as The Origin of German Tragic Drama). First pub-
 lished in 1927, the work that ironically closed all doors to academic
 respectability for him was completed before the first of his rapprochements
 with Marxism in the mid-1920s. Critics and historians have justifiably
 emphasized the different phases of Benjamin's intellectual life, but what
 impresses one about his writings on allegory is the essential consistency of
 their direction throughout his career. Baudelaire, the one writer to whom
 he devoted most of his mature study, is for Benjamin the inheritor of the
 Trauerspiel; from an early indication that "Baudelaire's genius, which is
 fed on melancholy, is an allegorical genius," Benjamin maintained and
 deepended his sense of allegory as he transferred its focus from the 17th to
 the 19th century.2 Unable to complete his projected book on Baudelaire,
 one of whose three sections was to be "Baudelaire as Allegorist," he left
 only the fragmentary collection of notes, itself allegorically titled "Central
 Park," that form his last reflections on any literary subject. More than half
 of its forty-five fragments are concerned with allegory, ostensibly on
 Baudelaire, but many of them explicitly relating and contrasting Baude-
 lairean allegory to Baroque allegory. In these notes, written during the last
 year of his life, he refers more than once to his "Baroque-book," noting
 down points of consonance or contrast with the arguments developed there
 (GS, I, 2, pp. 659, 690).

 Almost every study of Benjamin's thought mentions allegory at some
 point; surprisingly, however, the theory in its entirety, as elusive and
 unconventional by scholarly standards as it is, has gone virtually without

 1. Walter Benjamin, Briefe, I, ed. Gershom Scholem and Theodor W. Adorno (Frank-
 furt am Main, 1966), p. 304. Cf. Benjamin's earliest extant plan for the Trauerspiel book,
 Gesammelte Schriften, eds. Rolf Tiedemann and Hermann Schweppenhiuser, I, 3 (Frankfurt
 am Main, 1974), p. 915 (hereafter cited as GS).

 2. Walter Benjamin, "Paris, Capital of the Nineteenth Century," Reflections: Essays,
 Aphorisms, Autobiographical Writings, trans. Edmund Jephcott, ed. Peter Demetz (New
 York, 1978), p. 156.

 109
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 110 Cowan

 thorough explication.3 Perceptive treatments have been given that relate it
 to sociology and to Marxist politics and aesthetics, but seeing it as precisely
 a literary theory has been more difficult.4 It is scarcely surprising, though
 disappointing, that literary studies should be the last to discover its signi-
 ficance, for Benjamin achieves the first really significant definition of
 allegory since Dante by casting it in cultural and ontological terms. Indeed,
 whoever follows the path of Benjamin's examination will come away not
 only with a new understanding of allegory but with a reassessment of
 culture and ontology as well.

 In Benjamin's analysis, allegory is pre-eminently a kind of experience.
 A paraphrase of his exposition might begin by stating that allegory arises
 from an apprehension of the world as no longer permanent, as passing out
 of being: a sense of its transitoriness, an intimation of mortality, or a
 conviction, as in Dickinson, that "this world is not conclusion." Allegory
 would then be the expression of this sudden intuition. But allegory is more
 than an outward form of expression; it is also the intuition, the inner
 experience itself. The form such an experience of the world takes is
 fragmentary and enigmatic; in it the world ceases to be purely physical and
 becomes an aggregation of signs. Such a moment occurs, for instance,
 when in "Le Cygne" Baudelaire's nostalgic persona, searching for a
 vanished Paris as he looks around him, exclaims, "Tout pour moi devient al-
 1~gorie."5 Transforming things into signs is both what allegory does - its
 technique - and what it is about - its content. Nor is this transformation
 exclusively an intellectual one: the signs perceived strike notes at the depths
 of one's being, regardless of whether they point to heaven, to an irretriev-
 able past, or to the grave.

 The privation of the physical world implied in this transformation of
 things into signs makes the term "experience" seem profoundly mis-
 applied. The concept of experience, as Hans-Georg Gadamer has pointed
 out, was glorified by the German Romantics in the same impulse that gave
 birth to the delusive notion of the symbol.6 But the symbol was an expres-
 sion of experience perceived as self-sufficient, completely adequate in

 3. Jirgen Naeher's Walter Benjamins Allegorie-Begriff als Modell: Zur Konstitution
 philosophischer Literaturwissenschaft (Stuttgart, 1977) is the first attempt at an extensive
 study, marred by a failure to appreciate the oppositions in Benjamin's categories and a desire
 to make them dialectically identical.

 4. Sandor Radnoti, in "The Early Aesthetics of Walter Benjamin," International Journal
 of Sociology, 7 (1977), 77-123, perceptively relates Benjamin's allegory to the sociology of
 literature. Paul de Man's study of the "rhetoricity" of ontological texts in "The Rhetoric of
 Temporality," Interpretation: Theory and Practice, ed. Charles S. Singleton (Baltimore,
 1969), pp. 173-191, and in Allegories of Reading (New Haven, 1979) has proceeded in part
 from Benjamin's insights.

 5. Cit. Benjamin, "Paris," p. 156.
 6. Gadamer's discussion of symbol and allegory is in Truth and Method, trans. Garrett

 Barden and John Cumming (New York, 1976), pp. 63-73.
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 Benjamin's Theory of Allegory 111

 itself. Benjamin writes that the Romantic symbol sprang from the "idea of
 the unlimited immanence of the moral world in the world of beauty"; the
 symbol "assumed the meaning into its hidden and, if one might say so,
 wooded interior."' Experience would then become something to appreciate
 entirely in itself. Time seems to stop for this perfect moment, and problems
 of communication are annulled; the radiance of the symbol transmits itself
 spontaneously, without need of poetic convention. Allegory, by contrast,
 came to be seen as mere convention, inauthentic, not grounded in ex-
 perience, cut off from being and concerned only with manipulating its
 repertoire of signs.

 Benjamin does not respond to this charge symmetrically, making al-
 legory the opposite of symbol; instead he insists that the concept of symbol
 as the Romantics conceived it is fundamentally misconstrued. Rather than
 opposing the symbol, he deconstructs it, radically challenging its claim to
 perform the unitary act the Romantic critics held it capable of.

 The symbolic presentation of a natural or mythical object was supposed
 to be a rendering present of the absolute form or Platonic idea in which the
 individual object participated; more than a sign, it would be part of the
 transcendent absolute and would offer to the perceiver participation in that
 absolute and an intuitive knowledge of it. Benjamin argues, however, that
 the knowledge sought in the symbol is "a resplendent but ultimately non-
 committal one," invalid because it presumes that "the beautiful is sup-
 posed to merge withthe divine in an unbroken whole" (OGT, pp. 159f.).
 This continuity is based on an analogy to "the unity of the material and the
 transcendental object, which constitutes the paradox of the theological
 symbol" (OGT, p. 160). Benjamin does not question the validity of the
 theological symbol because it is presented as a mystery, available to the
 soul but not to the intellect. In the realm of the intellect the symbolic unity of
 immanence and transcendence is an unfulfillable claim, by reason of an
 unbridgeable gap that exists between the realm of the ideas (a term
 Benjamin always uses in the Platonic sense) and the world of phenomena
 (this distinction is the burden of discussion in the prologue to the Trauer-
 spiel book). Furthermore, the symbol's claim is made in bad faith, because
 it is born out of the very consciousness that-for the first time as a
 widespread cultural phenomenon-experienced the pervasiveness of that
 gap." Benjamin's exposition implies that the Romantic symbol is an arti-
 ficial isolation of the nostalgic impulse within allegory, a desire for being
 that grew as the consciousness of this ontological gap was awakened. The
 symbol, with its hallmark of unity, arose from a mentality that could not

 7. Walter Benjamin, The Origin of German Tragic Drama, trans. John Osborne (London,
 1977), pp. 160, 165 (hereafter cited as OGT).

 8. Thomas McFarland's term "meontic" covers the entirety of this cultural realization of
 negativity, though he sees the symbol as the authentic response to this perception. See "The
 Place beyond the Heavens: True Being, Transcendence, and the Symbolic Indication of
 Wholeness," Boundary 2, 7 (Winter, 1979), 283-317.
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 112 Cowan

 tolerate the self-combating tension, the Zweideutigkeit within allegory-a
 tension, however, characterizing human life.

 Pervading Benjamin's writing about history is an awareness of the all-
 too-human propensity to forget the past and in so doing to look away from
 the truth of oneself; to be fascinated by the image of a symbolic other that
 is free from all real conflicts, to be fixated by the "beauty" of this image-
 actually a kind of Medusa-and fail to recognize one's own face, the face
 of history, with all its marks of suffering and incompleteness. Under Ben-
 jamin's analysis the Romantic symbol relinquishes its oppositional stance
 to allegory and becomes merely its false mirror-image, an ignis fatuus.

 For the same reasons that the symbol-allegory opposition no longer
 works in Benjamin's analysis, the dualism of experience and expression no
 longer makes sense. His critique of experience closely resembles in some
 ways the perspective of grammatology.9 If experience is always already
 given in signs, insofar as any experience is significant, then the very concept
 of experience-designating as it does "the relationship with a presence"-
 becomes "unwieldy" and must be replaced by a term which gives notice
 that the mind in encountering reality is already writing, even at the zero-
 point of this encounter. Thus reasons Jacques Derrida in coining the term
 "archi-6criture."'o Such a term would seem to designate the allegorical
 view of the world as a kind of writing. Once experience is deconstructed,
 however, it is imperative that it be brought back into the definition of
 allegory, as it were, chastened and shriven of its hubristic dream of self-
 sufficiency. For allegory is experience par excellence: it discloses the truth
 of the world far more than the fleeting glimpses of wholeness attained in
 the Romantic symbol. Benjamin's phrasing repeatedly stresses that allegory
 is a focal point from which to look on things: he refers to "the allegorical
 way of seeing" (Betrachtung) or of "looking at things" (Anschauungsweise):
 "the allegorical attitude" (Anschauung); "the allegorical intention" as well
 as "allegorical intuition" (OGT, pp. 166, 181, 162; 214; 162; and elsewhere).
 He vigorously asserts that it is not mere "illustrative technique" but rather
 "a form of expression" (OGT, p. 162). Of course the term "expression"
 supposes something internal to be pressed or brought out, ausgedriickt. But
 what is internal in this case is not an overflowing fullness, but a recognition
 of the lack of this fullness in the world-and hence in experience. "Expres-
 sion" and "experience," then, are terms that must be used, but they are
 given a new negative content in the context of allegory. One could say that
 the terms themselves have become allegorical, for they now point else-
 where than to their supposed "proper" meanings-specifically, to collective

 9. I have in mind here not Benjamin's distinction between Erfahrung and Erlebnis in "On
 Some Motifs in Baudelaire" but rather the implied paradox of the term as it is used in
 reference to allegory. Still, the beginning of the discussion of Erfahrung in that essay
 (Illuminations, ed. Hannah Arendt, trans. Harry Zohn, New York, 1969, pp. 156f.) bears
 resemblance to my distinction here.

 10. Jacques Derrida, Of Grammatology, trans. Gayatri Spivak (Baltimore, 1976), pp. 60f.
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 Benjamin's Theory of Allegory 113

 entities such as rhetoric and tradition rather than to the self "proper."
 Benjamin's movement of clearing the ground for allegory by rejecting

 the Romantic aesthetic of the symbol is deconstructive. Another primary
 direction of his thought, however, is unapologetically ontological, parting
 company with Derrida by seeking to rehabilitate some of the most ancient
 terms of metaphysics. This direction emerges most clearly in the com-
 mentary on the form of philosophical writing, in the "Epistemo-Critical
 Prologue" to the Trauerspiel book. Though it is a topic ostensibly unrelated
 to allegory, here Benjamin relies extensively on the first allegorist, Plato, in
 bringing new life to the ancient theories of truth and ideas as they are
 enunciated in the Symposium, Phaedrus, and Republic." Through examining
 these theories he lays a careful, though only implicit, foundation for the
 theory of allegory.'

 A substantive notion of truth is the first assumption of any theory or
 practice of allegory that sees it as more than a usable technique, as rather
 what Benjamin calls "a constant against the historical variable" (OGT, p.
 167). The notion of truth intended by Benjamin is not the Aristotelian one
 of truth as an adequatio existing in the relation between sign and signified,
 but rather the Platonic conception of truth as a transcendent reality in
 which objects may only partake-the "plain of Truth" spoken of in the
 Phaedrus.'3 By resorting to a fictional mode literally of "other-discourse"
 (allegoria), a mode that conceals its relation to its true objects, allegory
 shows a conviction that the truth resides elsewhere and is not detachable in

 relations between sign and signified. Furthermore, because allegory always
 makes so bold as to claim it points at the truth, its authentic defense must
 refute sophistic relativism as well as the now-fashionable assertion of
 "semiosis" as pure play. Truth exists as a goal, though not beyond significa-
 tion, as will become clear presently.

 To specify the character of truth more closely, Benjamin corrects the
 familiar scholarly viewpoint, the positivistic position that no ideal forms
 pre-exist phenomena and that the project of inquiry is the accumulation of
 knowledge about phenomena. But this project misses the notion of truth
 entirely. The distinction Benjamin makes between Erkenntnis, factual
 knowledge, and Wahrheit, truth, hinges on the claim knowledge makes of
 being possessable and available for presentation, where by contrast truth is
 unpossessable and impossible to present. (To suppose that truth presents

 11. Susan Buck-Morss in The Origin of Negative Dialectics: Theodor W. Adorno, Walter
 Benjamin, and the Frankfurt Institute (New York, 1977), pp. 91f., has called Benjamin's
 theory of ideas "a remarkable inversion of Platonism": "the phenomena appear as truth in
 the ideas [rather than the ideas in the phenomenal, so that the 'dignity' of the transitory
 particulars is maintained."

 12. Manfred Durzak, in "Walter Benjamin und die Literaturwissenschaft," Monatshefte

 fiir deutschenI Utrerriclht, 58 (Fall, 1966), 217-32, attempts to connect the concepts developed
 in the Prologue to Benjamin's literary criticism, but with insufficient attention to the crucial
 Ihee-Begriff distinction.

 13. Plato, Phlaedrus, trans. R. Hackforth (Cambridge, 1952), 248b.
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 114 Cowan

 or manifests itself at certain moments would be the mistaken claim thrown

 against the positivists by the symbolist aesthetic.) This impossibility of
 presentation leads in Benjamin's thought to the designation of truth's pro-
 per mode as representation (Darstellung).

 The affirmation of the existence of truth, then, is the first precondition
 for allegory; the second is the recognition of its absence. Allegory could not
 exist if truth were accessible: as a mode of expression it arises in perpetual
 response to the human condition of being exiled from the truth that it
 would embrace. The existence-in-absence of truth is a condition that has
 been explained in various origin-myths of fall, rupture, or exile; it can be
 understood, however, only by examining the way in which it exists in repre-
 sentation. Truth does not consist of a content to be possessed after diges-
 ting away the linguistic form of a philosophical inquiry; rather, as Benjamin
 insists, the truth is the form. Representation is thus not to be viewed for its
 end product but for its process. The activity of representation is the dwelling-
 place of truth, the only "place" where truth is truly present. A striking
 image for this activity is given in Benjamin's comment that truth is "bodied
 forth [vergegenwiirtigt] in the dance of represented ideas" (OGT, p. 29).
 This "representational impulse" (darstellendes Moment) in truth (OGT, p.
 31) means that truth is never wholly present-even to itself-but, since it
 consists in an activity, must perpetually represent itself. Truth knows no
 pristine moment prior to representation: "Es existiert . . . bereits als ein
 sich-Darstellendes" (GS, I, 1, p. 209)-truth is (always) already represen-
 ting itself.

 Defining self-representation as the essence of truth leads Benjamin to
 assert that form is meaning. Philosophy participates in truth insofar as its
 form, not its content, represents the configuration which constitutes the
 realm of ideas. Benjamin effectively ceases to read philosophy according to
 its modern Western development as a trans-linguistic generation of principles
 and reads it instead as literature-in fact, as allegory. The conclusion of
 Benjamin's prologue in brief is that the form of philosophical writing is an
 allegory of truth. His discovery of form in philosophy seems to anticipate
 the stress modern hermeneutic philosophy places on the form of the dialogue
 in the development of truth. Benjamin's emphasis is characteristically dif-
 ferent, however, for he is interested not in the dynamism of the spoken
 dialogue (which, through gesture and intonation, achieves a deceptive
 continuity) but in the visible (and discontinuous) signifying process of the
 written treatise. Treatises are especially adapted to represent truth because
 they lack conclusiveness; they "treat of" a subject. Their method is not
 proof but representation. Method itself, within the form of the treatise, is
 not a privileged path to truth but something approaching a ritual form: it is
 "continually making new beginnings" in contemplating its object, thus
 resembling the multi-leveled method of allegorical interpretation.

 In Benjamin's surprising formulation, "Methode ist Umweg": "Method
 is a digression" (OGCT, p. 28). "Method" here is meant to have a religious
 connotation and so is exempt from the criticism of the term by Gadamer,
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 Benjamin's Theory of Allegory I 15

 who argues in effect that truth is precisely what always escapes method.14
 Gadamer's argument is directed against empiricist "method"; but an
 exegetical method or a method of meditation makes no claim to end up
 with any object for Erkenntnis; it instead places all value in the process
 through which the method-ist goes. Benjamin clarifies this point by means
 of his distinction between knowledge and truth: "For knowledge, method
 is a way of acquiring its object . . . for truth, [method] is self-represen-
 tation, and is therefore immanent in it as form" (OGT, pp. 29f). All the
 qualities of non-immediacy in philosophy-that is, all the literary qualities
 of philosophy-come to interest Benjamin. Esoteric style, especially, is
 essential to the treatise, not because of the difficulty of its subject-matter
 but because of the need to represent faithfully the experience of truth.
 Difficulty as a stylistic effect has only recently come under investigation by
 critics." Benjamin's defense of it here prepares the way for his justification
 of the character of allegory. Esoteric, strange, obscure, mechanical, and
 too concentrated on outward appearances-such is its form because, like
 the philosophical treatise (also a form prevalent in the Medieval and the
 Baroque ages), it is geared to express unavailability, whether of truth or of
 being.

 Difficulty, above all, witnesses to the fact that there is no continuous
 passage from phenomena to the transcendent realm of ideas, that an un-
 bridgeable gulf separates them. Each individual thing has a "false unity" of
 which it must be "divested" if it is to "partake of the genuine unity of truth"
 (OGT, p. 33). This divestment is also called division, dispersal (Zerstreuung),
 and subordination. The agent that accomplishes this crucial task is the
 concept (Begriff). In its mediating role it "saves the phenomena" from
 utter isolation in their individuation and allows Ideas, those "Faustian
 Mothers," to be represented in human discourse (OGT, p. 35). Here Begriff
 has by no means the same meaning it has in Hegel's Phenomenology. Only
 if it is seen as representing ideas in a crude, rough-and-ready way, in
 concrete language, and not as itself containing knowlede, can it provide a
 link to truth.

 The divesting action of the concept is crucial to an understanding of the
 action of allegory. Benjamin notes that Schopenhauer, voicing the opinion
 of Romantic aesthetics in general, denounces allegory for representing
 mere concepts while the symbol manifests the idea (OGT, p. 161). The
 concept is indeed an impoverishing agent, but in Benjamin's revaluation
 that impoverishment is its great worth. In "divesting the phenomena of
 their false unity" the concept strips the object of the immediacy of lived
 experience in order that it may elevate it to an object of especial signifi-
 cance, one that "partakes of the genuine unity of truth" (OGT, p. 33). This
 paradoxical action, this simultaneous lowering and raising, emerges in the

 14. Gadamer, Truth and Method, pp. 417ff. et panim.
 15. See George Steiner, "On Difficulty," On Difficulty and Olther Essays (Oxford, 1978),

 pp. 18-47.
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 I 16 Cowan

 last half of the Trauerspiel book as the central action of allegory. In be-
 coming a world of allegorical emblems, the profane world is robbed of its
 sensuous fullness, robbed of any inherent meaning it might possess, only to
 be invested with a privileged meaning whose source transcends this world.

 The philosophical concept thus finds its analogue in the allegorical em-
 blem. In both concept and emblem, the arbitrariness and unreasonableness
 of assigning a thing to a particular meaning only make the point more
 strongly that the individual phenomenon now takes on a new life, no longer
 centered in itself but enlisted in the service of representing truth. This
 paradox is the foundation of Benjamin's brilliant list of what he calls the
 "antinomies of allegoresis" (OGT, pp. 174-77)-the simultaneous devaluation
 and sanctification of the object; the coexistence of conventionality and
 expressiveness; the cold execution of technique and the eruptive ingenuity
 of a Gryphius, a Hallmann, or, to name an English parallel, a Donne or
 Crashaw.

 George Steiner points out in his introduction to the English translation
 of the Trauerspiel book that such a coexistence of opposites has at its roots
 "the dual presence, the twofold organizing pivot of Christ's nature" (OGT,
 p. 17). This central example for Medieval culture is thought through to its
 extreme in the Baroque. In allegory, objects seem to reenact Christ's path
 along the via dolorosa, suffering all natural dignity to be painfully stripped
 away from them, anticipating the conferring of an infinitely more glorious
 dignity from above. This loss of natural dignity accompanies the loss of a
 proper meaning and function and the assignation of an alien meaning and
 function. Benjamin elaborates: "It will be unmistakably apparent, especially
 to anyone who is familiar with allegorical textual exegesis, that all of the
 things . . . used to signify derive, from the very fact of their pointing to
 something else, a power which makes them appear no longer commensur-
 able with profane things, which raises them onto a higher plane, and which
 can, indeed, sanctify them" (OGT, p. 175). One is put in mind of St. Paul's
 paraphrase of the spiritual life for the Christian: "Nevertheless I live; yet not
 I, but Christ liveth in me" (Gal. 2:20). John Donne conveys this dictum
 with more Baroque desperation: "Therefore that he may raise the Lord
 throws down." Appropriation of natural objects has been the Biblical hall-
 mark of God's action in history: the burning bush, the parting sea, the
 gushing rock are all natural objects trans-natured, marking the stages along
 the way of sacred history. As objects they are made into images for the
 collective memory, emblems of moments at which nature was interrupted
 and something truly historic happened.

 The term "history" pervades Benjamin's writing and was his constant
 and final concern. As he develops it, it is a highly paradoxical and deeply
 troubling concept, for it is both the source of all suffering and misunder-
 standing, and the medium through which significance and, indeed, sal-
 vation are attained. Allegory alone among literary forms can see this double,
 self-opposed movement of history at one and the same time, as in the
 Baroque when history is seen figurally "as the Passion of the world" (OGT,
 p. 166).
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 Benjamin's Theory of Allegory 117

 History sets itself against nature. In part this opposition seems dialec-
 tical and Hegelian: insofar as nature becomes significant, it becomes his-
 tory.16 But the process of becoming significant is a process of attrition,
 wearing away, destruction-itself a natural process of decay. Nature, then,
 is set against itself: insofar as "nature has always been subject to the power
 of death," nature "has always been allegorical." Hence "significance and
 death both come to fruition in historical development" (OGT, p. 166). The
 term "come to fruition" (gezeitigt) does not imply an organic or dialectical
 process of ripening, however. Nature becomes significant only through the
 intervention of death: "Death digs most deeply the jagged line of demarca-
 tion between physical nature and significance" (OGT, p. 166). The single
 emblem that best combines the notions of fallen nature and the total his-

 toricity of the individual, Benjamin claims, is the death's head that so often
 appears in Baroque emblems. A frequent Baroque device framing the skull
 is to have it contemplated by a melancholic personage, thus adding the
 element of significance as well. Such a device is most familiar, to English-
 speaking readers, in Hamlet's graveyard scene. Indeed Hamlet's melan-
 cholia is precisely the obsessive state of the Baroque in which all objects
 become radiant with a significance not their own but reflected off the face
 of death. "In nature they saw eternal transience, and here alone did the
 saturnine vision of this generation recognize history" (OGT, p. 179).

 The death's head expresses the achievement of history at the total
 expense of nature, a process whose very image defeats any notion of dialec-
 tical "progress." Another typical Baroque image, the architectural ruin,
 sign of a vanished cultural prominence, proliferated as a setting in the
 Baroque drama and painting. "In the ruin," says Benjamin, "history has
 physically merged into the setting" (OGT, pp. 177f.). By its decay the ruin
 becomes, in Benjamin's words, "the highly significant fragment, the rem-
 nant" (OGT, p. 178). The word "remnant" extends Benjamin's impli-
 cations once again to the Judaic theology of history. The fragmentation of a
 formerly whole object characterizes the ruin, and the logic of fragmen-
 tation is visible in Jeremiah's broken vessel (Jer. 19) and in Ezekiel's vision
 of dry bones (Ezek. 37): both things become signs of God's power to
 destroy or renew his people, allegories of power though only by signifying
 human and natural impotence. The common practice of the Baroque, ac-
 cording to Benjamin, was to "pile up fragments ceaselessly, without any
 strict idea of a goal . . . in the unremitting expectation of a miracle"
 (OGT, p. 178).

 The miracle is precisely the most inorganic, "mechanical" trait of a

 16. Disciples of Adomrno, most notably Rolf Tiedemann in Studien zur Philosophie Walter
 Benjamins (Frankfurt am Main, 1965), pp. 3-53, have tended either to misrepresent his
 thought according to the Hegelian-Marxist dialectic or to fault it for lacking this dialectic.
 Liselotte Wiesenthal in Zur Wissenschaftstheorie Walter Benjamins (Frankfurt am Main,
 1973), pp. 179-206, has attempted to correct an overbalanced Hegelian approach by de-
 veloping Benjamin's references to Leibniz and other philosophers in the Western tradition.
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 118 Cowan

 poetic mode notorious since Coleridge for exemplifying "mechanic form."
 In the unpredictability of its appearance, which is to say its complete lack
 of "motivation" by preceding events and behavior, the miracle-ending of
 Baroque drama perfectly sums up the non-dialectical, antinomic structure
 of allegory. Dialectic entails a supposition of methodical advance against
 some problem, negating only in order to affirm on a broader foundation; in
 dramatic works it would parallel the perfect motivating of action by char-
 acter, setting, and dialogue, as one might find in classical tragedy. But
 Benjamin emphasizes throughout the Trauerspiel book that Trauerspiel
 and tragedy have little in common and are precisely opposed on a matter
 just such as this: it is precisely the "immotivation" of the world that causes
 the pervasive melancholia of the Trauerspiel, that causes the allegorical
 "way of looking at the world."

 In a sense, then, the last event of the typical Trauerspiel makes the
 gesture of abdication that the deus ex machina makes, an acknowledge-
 ment that the play's agents cannot bring about their own rescue. This
 blatantly extrinsic rescue does correspond, however, to an internal event
 that has the same disjunctive character: "The allegorical intention [would]
 fall from emblem to emblem down into the dizziness of its bottomless

 depths, were it not that . .. it had to so turn about that all its darkness,
 vainglory, and godlessness seem to be nothing but self-delusion" (OGT. p.
 232). Here one may notice a divergence in the parallel noted earlier
 between conceptualization in Erkenntnis and emblematization in allegory.
 Whereas Erkenntnis comes under Benjamin's criticism because of its un-
 awareness of the limitedness of its inquiry, allegory explicitly recognizes that
 the knowledge it affords is illusory. It manifests this awareness precisely by
 the unconvincingness, the mechanicalness, and finally the deadness, of its
 devices. These "visions of the frenzy of destruction, in which all earthly
 things collapse into a heap of ruins, ... reveal the limit set upon allegorical
 contemplation, rather than its ideal quality" (OGT, p. 232). The ennobling
 of allegorical objects by contemplation cannot outbid their irreversible
 deadness. Instead of dialectical regeneration, the result is irony - the
 risus sardonicus.

 It is precisely this moment that constitutes the triumph of allegory,
 however-a triumph that must always be severely qualified by the "un-
 naturalness" of its leap into a mode of greater, more self-confessed fiction-
 ality, as in the descent of the deus ex machina. Benjamin notes with
 precision the semiotic shift that characterizes this "miracle": the death that
 all indications showed to be the final signified, itself becomes a signifier.
 The stakes are raised. "In the bleak confusion of Golgotha ... transitori-
 ness is not signified or allegorically represented, so much as, in its own
 significance, [it is] displayed as allegory. As the allegory of resurrection"
 (OGCT, p. 232). Death becoming the allegory of its opposite parallels the
 points Benjamin makes about evil in the last analysis being only allegory,
 expressing the logic of allegorical signification at its most extreme: it
 "means precisely the non-existence of what it presents" (OGT, p. 233).
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 The obscurity, fragmentariness, and arbitrariness of allegory all signify the
 absence of a fulfilling event; this absence, in turn, serves to invoke that
 event with a greater urgency and a desperate faith.

 Desperate faith would be the oxymoronic term to denote the final
 moment, the end point, in Baroque allegory. A fragment from a Lohen-
 stein Trauerspiel quoted by Benjamin exemplifies the abrupt transformation
 of this end-point: "So werd ich Todten-Kopff ein Englisch Antlitz seyn"-
 "thus will I, a death's-head, become an angel's countenance" (OGT, p.
 215). The continuous line of impoverishment in allegorical action is only in
 the service of a final replenishment; this final moment, however, is con-
 tinually deferred to a point beyond life, or beyond history, or beyond
 propositional certifiability. The eschatological moment, the motive force,
 defining allegory, exists in allegory only under the condition of death and
 doubt, whose grammatical marks are the future tense or the subjunctive
 mood. In such a resolution, Benjamin warns, "paradox must have the last
 word," for it cannot be brought about by "a guaranteed economics of
 salvation" (OGT, p. 216). Such an "economics" would imply a necessary
 chain of events and thus completely undo the disjunctive logic of allegory.
 In the melancholy allegory of the Baroque, causal chains (and signifying
 chains) can only lead away from life, at first glorifying the natural object
 with the radiance of intellectuality but ultimately leading to the end of the
 mind's life in death. Continuity of signification ends in death. "And this is
 the essence of melancholy immersion: that its ultimate objects, in which it
 believes it can most fully secure for itself that which is vile, turn into
 allegories, and that these allegories fill out and deny the void in which they

 are represented, just as ultimately, the intention does not faithfully [treu]
 rest in the contemplation of bones, but unfaithfully [treulos] leaps forward
 to the idea of resurrection" (OGT, p. 233). This unfaithful leap constitutes
 the essential discontinuity of allegory; in the allegorical drama it is con-
 comitant with a breaking of the fictional "contract" of consistency in the
 level of realism by the author's suddenly intruding a higher fictionality onto
 the scene.

 What an examination of the rhetorical structure of this sudden leap reveals
 is the pure absence of causality or motivation between the before and the
 after states. No dialectic exists between them, if dialectic implies a logical
 relationship available for examination by reason. Instead the leap is one of
 desperation, out of history into eschatology, out of statement into parable,
 and out of the indicative mood into the subjunctive.'7 The rhetoricity of
 allegory is thus something that does not drop away once its object is
 unveiled but rather forms its inner structure. Whatever unveiling of es-
 chatology allegory may accomplish, it does not efface the negativity of the
 discourse out of which it leapt: the trace of the leap remains with it even in
 its most mystical moments.

 17. On the rhetorical disjunctions in allegory, see Timothy Bahti's remarks in "History as
 Rhetorical Enactment: Walter Benjamin's Theses 'On the Concept of History,'" Diacritics,
 10 (Fall, 1979), p. 17.
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 Seen as part of the inner structure of allegory, these disjunctions thus
 become not merely a stylistic trait of the Baroque, nor limited even to a
 certain type of Christianity; they take part in the "idea" of allegory. Thus
 Benjamin's later remarks on Baudelaire's allegory, though they reveal a
 new rhetorical dimension added to allegory in modernity, affirm an essen-
 tial consonance of structure with the Baroque. The Marxist turn of his
 thought in the years after the Trauerspiel study emerges not as a reorienta-
 tion of his theory but as an extension of it onto a new level of cultural
 structure that did not fully exist in the earlier period examined.

 The new dimension is brought into existence by the continuation of that
 process of cultural decay that gave birth to Baroque allegory in the first
 place. By Baudelaire's time that decay had reached poetic discourse: "The
 allegorical outlook that had formed a style in the seventeenth century
 could do so no longer in the nineteenth. . . . If the style-forming power of
 allegory was slight in the nineteenth century, it was no less its seduction to
 routine in the poetry of the seventeenth that bequeathed so many traces.
 This routine pacified to a certain degree the destructive tendency of alle-
 gory, its emphasis on the fragmentary in the work of art" (GS, I, 2, p. 690).
 The very fragmentation of this fragmentary discourse, this loss of a
 "routine" of diction, made allegory more difficult to invoke. Baudelaire's
 language was exactly suited to take fullest advantage of this loss. His
 amazing similes that brought together "lofty" and "low" words and images
 that were normally so rigidly separated in the literature of his time were the
 linguistic medium "in which an allegory appears suddenly and without
 prior preparation." It is this sudden shock dimension that leads Benjamin
 to say that Baudelaire's allegory has "the confusing quality [das Beirrende]
 that distinguishes it from the ordinary kind" (CB, p. 100). Whereas Baroque
 allegory had brought out the "arid," dead, and esoteric-contemplative
 aspect, Baudelaire's allegory emphasized an almost opposite quality: the
 suddenness of discontinuity ("Tout pour moi devient all6gorie"). This
 quality T.S. Eliot attempted to capture in The Waste Land by paraphrasing
 Baudelaire in the phrase "Unreal city," and suddenly seeing the crowd on
 London Bridge as denizens of the vestibule of Dante's hell. The experience
 of allegory as a sudden change of referentiality becomes its foremost
 characteristic. When there is no longer a proper language or set of images
 for allegory ("not a word of his vocabulary is predestined for allegory,"
 CB, p. 100), its achievement becomes, to be sure, more difficult, neces-
 sarily fragmentary, but its impact becomes far more startling, its import-
 if less far-reaching and no longer reassuring-definitely more convincing.
 Allegory in Baudelaire's era had to go underground, to emerge from time
 to time in a sporadic, terroristic campaign against the reigning version of
 secular reality. "Its technique is the technique of the putsch" (CB, p. 100).

 Thus in "Central Park" Benjamin (writing perhaps to himself only) can

 18. Walter Benjamin, Charles Baudelaire: A Lyric Poet in the Era of High Capitalism,
 trans. Harry Zohn (London, 1973), p. 100 (hereafter cited as CB).
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 generalize: "Allegory in the nineteenth century cleared away the sur-
 rounding world to settle in the inner world" (GS, I, 2, p. 681). It is no
 longer the decay ofphysis that primarily concerns it, a decay exemplified in
 the corpse. "Baroque allegory sees the corpse only from outside. Baudelaire
 sees it also from inside" (GS, I, 2, p. 684). The death and decay of inner
 life are emblematized not in the corpse but in the souvenir. "The relic
 comes from the corpse; the souvenir, from experience that has died out"
 (GS, I, 2, p. 681).

 With this transition from outer to inner clearly formulated, Benjamin
 develops a thematics of the souvenir that shows allegory to be a constantly
 potential vision in the alienated world of capitalist economy. "The wrench-
 ing of things from their familiar contexts-as is normal for commodities
 when being exhibited-is to Baudelaire a very significant procedure. It is
 connected to the destruction of organic contexts in allegorical intention"
 (GS, I, 2, p. 670). But this quasi-allegoricality occurring in the exhibition
 of wares has in fact to be opposed by the genuine gaze of allegory, in which
 "the commodity seeks to look itself in the face" and see itself for what it is
 (GS, I, 2, p. 671). Such a gaze implies an exposing of the fact of what
 Lukics called reification, the turning of human processes into dead objects
 that occurs in capitalism. From Benjamin's perspective the exposition of
 capitalism performed by allegory would be the internalized version of the
 vision of Baroque allegory, which saw history as a "petrified primordial
 landscape" (OGT, p. 166).

 This critical gaze is thus often inescapably ironic: "The commodity ..
 celebrates its humanization in the whore." The whore is Baudelaire's

 typically allegorical figure, "who has inherited the entire legacy of Baroque
 allegory" (GS, I, 2, p. 676). She is "life that means death" (GS, I, 2, p.
 667). Hence "the allegory of Baudelaire bears-in contrast to the Baroque-
 the traces of inner rage" (GS, I, 2, p. 671).

 In common with the Baroque, however, this rage leads the poetic
 persona of the city-dweller down "emblem by emblem" into the depths of
 despair, and only in certain moments is that despair overturned by a
 desperate prayer for help or a sudden view of the contemporary seen from
 the perspective of eternity. Even more than the Baroque allegory, this
 sudden turnabout does not erase that downward plunge or evolve out of it
 but simply stands in coexistence with it on a different plane. "If Baudelaire
 holds fast to Catholicism, his experience of the universe is nonetheless
 exactly attuned to that experience Nietzsche formed into the sentence:
 God is dead" (GS, I, 2, p. 676).

 Benjamin hints that in his view Baudelaire was the last allegorist
 ("Baudelaire was isolated as an allegorist; his isolation was in a certain
 respect that of an epigone," GS, I, 2, p. 690). If one pays as close
 attention as Benjamin paid to the cultural history of the body of imagery a
 writer uses, it may be difficult to escape such a conclusion: Baudelaire was
 very probably the last poet in whom the images of the Baroque still
 functioned. For him they were doubly allegorical because their alienness
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 from contemporary imagery was just enough to induce the effect of aliena-
 tion of image from context, to have not only "the distance on the look of
 death" (Dickinson) but also the distance of centuries. However (to use the
 language of commodity-exhibition), this offer was good for a limited time
 only. The Baroque sensibility soon became not merely strange but com-
 pletely unmeaning to a European culture saturated with the desire for
 Erlebnis.

 From the perspective of world literature, allegory seems to have fled
 Europe for cultures in which an older religious tradition was still in uneasy
 coexistence with a modern discourse just becoming dominant. For Dos-
 toevsky the religion of the Old Believers and similar cults served this
 purpose; for Hawthorne and Melville Puritanism afforded a body of out-
 dated but luminous emblems. Faulkner places the Old Testament religion
 of the black slaves and their descendants in strategic allegorical positions.
 However, must one categorically dismiss the possibility of allegory in
 Europe in the 20th century? It would seem that if new chapters in the
 history of allegory are to be written, the inquiry ought to start with two
 German-language Jewish writers: Kafka, of whom Benjamin once com-
 mented that his work was like "the rumor about the true things (a sort of
 theological whispered intelligence dealing with matters discredited and
 obsolete)"-and Benjamin himself.'9

 19. Walter Benjamin, "Some Reflections on Kafka," Illwninations, p. 144.
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